Name ___________________________

Date ____________________

Capitalization and Punctuation
Circle all the word that should CAPITALIZED. Write in any
punctuation marks that are missing and replaced with “__”.

Passage A
on sunday mornings, my dad takes us all out for breakfast_ my
little brother always order scrambled eggs, and toast_ my mom
always orders sausages and pancakes_ i usually order pancakes
too, but i don’t like sausages, so i order bacon instead_ my dad
orders everything on the menu and then goes home and lies on
the couch all afternoon_

Passage B
someday, when i grow up, i will travel to australia so that i can
see kangaroos in their natural habitat_ i really want to see the
pouch that they carry their babies in_ james cook was the first
explorer to record the name of the species after asking the guugu
yimithirr people what the animals were called_ female kangaroos
are called does and the baby kangaroos are called joeys_
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Name ___________________________

Date ____________________

Capitalization and Punctuation Answer Key

Passage A
On Sunday mornings, my dad takes us all out for breakfast. My
little brother always order scrambled eggs, and toast. My mom
always orders sausages and pancakes. I usually order pancakes
too, but I don’t like sausages, so I order bacon instead. My dad
orders everything on the menu and then goes home and lies on
the couch all afternoon.

Passage B
Someday, when I grow up, I will travel to Australia so that I can
see kangaroos in their natural habitat. I really want to see the
pouch that they carry their babies in. James Cook was the first
explorer to record the name of the species after asking the Guugu
Yimithirr people what the animals were called. Female kangaroos
are called does and the baby kangaroos are called joeys.
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